The Wyng Guide to

Use Cases

About Wyng

Wyng builds technology that powers compelling
digital campaigns and promotions for agencies
and brands.
Our culture is rooted in technology and
marketing, spanning diverse disciplines and
decades of experience across mar-tech, adtech, CX, UX, data, and core mobile and web
technologies.
In 2011, Wyng powered the first ever hashtag
campaign in connection with a Super Bowl ad,
and continues to evolve its platform to align
with shifts in consumer behavior. We believe
great products are defined by intelligent
architecture and a passion for innovation. Wyng
is headquartered in New York City’s NoMad
neighborhood.
To learn more, visit wyng.com
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About Wyng

202,000

470

250

Campaigns

Million Visitors

Million Participants

For over six years, Wyng has powered
the digital campaigns of leading
brands and agencies worldwide.

Wyng operates across social
channels, on websites and microsites,
and in-store.

Whether capturing sign ups, driving
referrals or collecting user generated
content, Wyng facilitates meaningful
consumer participation.
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Wyng Template Categories

ACTIVATIONS

Launch unique digital and user generated content-based
activations across channels to increase reach, inspire
consumer content and capture first-party data.

PROMOTIONS

Engage consumers with incentive-based campaigns that
increase reach and sharing, yield user generated content
and capture first-party data.

VISUALIZATIONS

Create and host a variety of consumer and brandproduced content within visualizations like galleries and
carousels on landing sites, microsites, in-store and web
embeds.
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ACTIVATIONS

Photo Lab

eGreeting
Creator

eCard
Creator

Text Choice
Generator

Brackets

Fill in the Blank

Cause Marketing

Countdown
Calendar

Trivia Quiz

Personality Quiz

Faceoff

Hashtag Faceoff

Social Content
Stream

Hashtag
Leaderboard

Hashtag Unlock

Coupon Unlock

Fan Faves

Bilingual
Sweepstakes
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PHOTO LAB
CAMPAIGN NAME
Johnson’s Baby | #LittleWonders

OBJECTIVE
Encourage consumers to apply custom stickers
and frames to uploaded photos to boost
participation in a fun, creative way and increase
social sharing.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Activate consumers / audience
• Acquire consumers / grow audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Support UGC strategy
• Drive traffic to site
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EGREETING CREATOR
CAMPAIGN NAME
Wyng | We Believe in Sweet Gestures

OBJECTIVE
Have consumers personalize and share branded
eGreeting cards with their friends and loved ones.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Activate consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Support UGC strategy
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ECARD CREATOR
CAMPAIGN NAME
Huggies | #DearBaby

OBJECTIVE
Have consumers create and personalize eCards to
drive participation and social sharing.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Activate consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Support UGC strategy
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TEXT CHOICE GENERATOR
CAMPAIGN NAME
Kérastase | #myidealcurl

OBJECTIVE
Encourage consumers to create memes by
selecting a response or text choice from a dropdown and share their image to drive participation
with your brand.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Support UGC strategy
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BRACKETS
CAMPAIGN NAME
Bai | the Exotic 8

OBJECTIVE
Allow consumers to vote for favorites in a bracket
to drive repeat site traffic and time on site.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Drive brand affinity
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FILL IN THE BLANK
CAMPAIGN NAME
Alex & Ani | #CarryLight

OBJECTIVE
Encourage consumers to create memes with a
fill in the blank and share their image to drive
participation with your brand.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Support UGC strategy
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CAUSE MARKETING
CAMPAIGN NAME
John Varvatos | #PeaceRocks

OBJECTIVE
Promote a charitable event or drive donations
by encouraging consumers to submit a photo or
video via hashtag.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Activate consumers / audience
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COUNTDOWN CALENDAR
CAMPAIGN NAME
Hallmark & QVC | Our Merry Makeover
Sweepstakes

OBJECTIVE
Invite consumers to count down to important
holidays, launches or premieres to drive
engagement and click-through.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive traffic to site
• Stay top of mind
• Drive engagement / loyalty
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TRIVIA QUIZ
CAMPAIGN NAME
Chobani | What is Your Snack IQ?

OBJECTIVE
Invite consumers to take trivia quizzes to test
their knowledge on certain topics and reward
accordingly.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive brand affinity
• Stay top-of-mind
• Acquire consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Activate consumers / audience
• Drive traffic to site
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PERSONALITY QUIZ
CAMPAIGN NAME
Amazon | What is Your Prime Personality?

OBJECTIVE
Invite consumers to take fun Buzzfeed
style personality quizzes to gain a deeper
understanding of interests and deliver a unique
outcome / personality based on their selections.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive brand affinity
• Stay top-of-mind
• Acquire consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Activate consumers / audience
• Drive traffic to site
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FACEOFF
CAMPAIGN NAME
Project Runway | The Better Look Sweepstakes

OBJECTIVE
Encourage consumers to vote for their favorite
of two options to drive engagement and build
stronger relationships.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive traffic to site
• Drive brand affinity
• Stay top-of-mind
• Acquire consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Activate consumers / audience
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HASHTAG FACEOFF
CAMPAIGN NAME
NHL | #StadiumSeries

OBJECTIVE
Encourage consumers to vote for their favorite of
two options by posting content using a hashtag
to drive social engagement and collect consumer
content.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Activate consumers / audience
• Drive traffic to site
• Drive brand affinity
• Stay top-of-mind
• Support UGC strategy
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SOCIAL CONTENT STREAM
CAMPAIGN NAME
Volvo | “In the Future, Cars Will _”

OBJECTIVE
Encourage consumers to share a story or
response using your branded hashtag, and
leverage auto-response technology to drive to a
data capture form, and/or acquire rights to re-use
the content.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Help automate community management
efforts
• Maximize social chatter
• Collect social IDs and first party data
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HASHTAG LEADERBOARD
CAMPAIGN NAME
Benefit Cosmetics | #killercolors

OBJECTIVE
Invite consumers to vote on two or more
options by posting content using a hashtag and
show voting stats in real-time to drive social
engagement and collect consumer content.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive traffic to site
• Drive brand affinity
• Stay top-of-mind
• Acquire consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Activate consumers / audience
• Support UGC strategy
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HASHTAG UNLOCK
CAMPAIGN NAME
Ru Paul’s Drag Race | #RuVeal

OBJECTIVE
Encourage consumers to post content using a
hashtag to unlock exclusive coupons, content and
offers, increase traffic and boost engagement.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive traffic to site
• Drive brand affinity
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Activate consumers / audience
• Support UGC strategy
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COUPON UNLOCK
CAMPAIGN NAME
St.Ives | Discover the Joy of Fresh Skin

OBJECTIVE
Drive consumers to redeem a UPC coupon code,
bringing in-store traffic back online.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Acquire consumers / audience (email)
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Drive brand affinity
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FAN FAVES
CAMPAIGN NAME
adidas and Refinery29 | Boost the Nation

OBJECTIVE
Encourage consumers to vote on a favorite
product, design or selection to drive participation
and engagement.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Acquire consumers/audience
• Drive brand affinity
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BILINGUAL SWEEPSTAKES
CAMPAIGN NAME
Wyng | Win tickets to the W Music Festival

OBJECTIVE
Give consumers the opportunity to sign up for a
chance to win a prize and display your campaign
in two different languages.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Acquire consumers/audience
• Drive brand affinity
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PROMOTIONS

Tweet-Moji to
Win

Suggest a Song
with Spotify

Playlist Promo
with Spotify

Photo Contest
with Voting

Video Contest
with Voting

Caption Contest
with Voting

Sign Up

Sweepstakes

Refer a Friend

Sampling

Deals

Instant Win
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TWEET-MOJI TO WIN
CAMPAIGN NAME
Papa John’s | Papa’s Big Fan Payback
Sweepstakes

OBJECTIVE
Give consumers the opportunity to enter to win a
prize through the use of a hashtag and emoji of
your choice on Twitter. Lead consumers to a form
through an auto-response message to complete
their entry.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Acquire consumers / audience
• Drive brand affinity
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SUGGEST A SONG WITH SPOTIFY
CAMPAIGN NAME
Wyng | The Perfect Coffeehouse Playlist

OBJECTIVE
Inspire consumers to submit the perfect songs
to be featured in your branded Spotify playlist.
Consumers can listen to music as they explore the
campaign’s collaborative album art gallery.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Acquire consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
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PLAYLIST PROMO WITH SPOTIFY
CAMPAIGN NAME
Wyng | Win a chance to see The Band play your
dream setlist live

OBJECTIVE
Get consumers to follow your brand or a featured
artist on Spotify, and share their dream setlist with
you.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Acquire consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
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PHOTO CONTEST WITH VOTING
CAMPAIGN NAME
The Weather Channel | “It’s Amazing Out There”
Photo Contest

OBJECTIVE
Encourage consumers to enter a brandsponsored contest by submitting photos and
videos across social networks; brand will
determine winners.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Support UGC strategy
• Drive traffic to site
• Acquire consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Activate consumers / audience
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VIDEO CONTEST WITH VOTING
CAMPAIGN NAME
Tylenol | Share Your Stories of Strength

OBJECTIVE
Inspire consumers to submit videos across social
networks to increase engagement; includes
option to encourage voting or determine winners
based on brand criteria.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Support UGC strategy
• Drive traffic to site
• Acquire consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Activate consumers / audience
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CAPTION CONTEST WITH VOTING
CAMPAIGN NAME
Wyng | Submit a Caption

OBJECTIVE
Encourage consumers to write captions or share
stories to increase engagement. Include voting or
determine winners based on brand criteria.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Activate consumers / audience
• Support UGC strategy
• Drive traffic to site
• Acquire consumers / audience
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SIGN UP
CAMPAIGN NAME
Maybelline New York Canada | Maybelline
Dream Cushion Launch Sweepstakes

OBJECTIVE
Capture consumer data, including email
addresses, to use in sweepstakes, special offers,
newsletters, and more.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Acquire consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Drive brand affinity
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SWEEPSTAKES
CAMPAIGN NAME
Marvel & Pop Secret | Marvel Movie Premiere
Sweepstakes

OBJECTIVE
Give consumers the opportunity to win a prize
in a game of chance, increasing sign-ups or UGC
submissions.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Acquire consumers / audience (email)
• Drive brand affinity
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REFER A FRIEND
CAMPAIGN NAME
Gilt Groupe | The Mother’s Day Sweepstakes

OBJECTIVE
Encourage consumers to share and refer friends
to expand your audience and increase sign-ups.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Acquire consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Drive brand affinity
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SAMPLING
CAMPAIGN NAME
Dove | Deep Moisture Free Sample

OBJECTIVE
Encourage consumers to sign up for a free sample
of a product to increase awareness and acquire
email addresses.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Acquire consumers / grow audience
• Drive brand affinity
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DEALS
CAMPAIGN NAME
Wyng | Making Summer Worthwhile

OBJECTIVE
Provide your consumers with relevant deals in
order to drive purchases.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Drive sponsorship revenue
• Drive traffic to site
• Increase conversions
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INSTANT WIN
CAMPAIGN NAME
Sobeys | Seek Santa Instant Win Contest

OBJECTIVE
Give consumers the opportunity to win a prize
instantly in a game of chance, increasing sign-ups
or website visits and conversions.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Acquire consumers / grow audience
• Drive traffic to site
• Increase conversions
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VISUALIZATIONS

Video Gallery

Brand
Video Filter

Animated
Media Wall

Scrolling
Media Wall

Auto - Frame

Flex Grid

Boomerang
Gallery

GIF Creator

Content Gallery
on Website

Content Carousel
on Website

Shoppable
Instagram

Heat Map

Live Event

Auto-Scroll
Gallery

Color Hover
Gallery

UGC Gallery

Look Book
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VIDEO GALLERY
CAMPAIGN NAME
Skittles and Snickers | Almost Game-Time

OBJECTIVE
Inspire consumers to create, upload, and share
videos through a video gallery display.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Acquire consumers/audience
• Drive brand affinity
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BRAND VIDEO FILTER
CAMPAIGN NAME
Audible | Share Your Audible Story

OBJECTIVE
Encourage consumers to create and share videos
with branded filters. Drive more viewership as
customers share their mobile-ready, short-form
videos with friends and followers

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Acquire consumers/audience
• Drive brand affinity
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ANIMATED MEDIA WALL
CAMPAIGN NAME
Wyng | #FutureIsConference

OBJECTIVE
Showcase consumer content at live events with
an animated gallery to drive engagement and
consumer content.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive traffic to site
• Increase conversions
• Drive sponsorship revenue
• Support UGC strategy
• Activate consumers / audience
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SCROLLING MEDIA WALL
CAMPAIGN NAME
Wyng | #WorldMarathonDay

OBJECTIVE
Showcase consumer content at live events with
a scrolling gallery to drive engagement and
consumer content.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive traffic to site
• Increase conversions
• Drive sponsorship revenue
• Support UGC strategy
• Activate consumers / audience
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AUTO - FRAME
CAMPAIGN NAME
Dove | Celebrate 60 Years of Care

OBJECTIVE
Encourage consumers to upload an image and/
or add text to an auto-applied, branded frame to
drive participation and social sharing.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive Engagement/Loyalty
• Activate Consumers/Audience
• Support UGC Strategy
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FLEX GRID GALLERY
CAMPAIGN NAME
Walgreens and M&Ms | #NosesOn

OBJECTIVE
Display various sized-photos on your website to
drive engagement and increase time spent.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive traffic to site
• Increase conversions
• Drive sponsorship revenue
• Support UGC strategy
• Activate consumers / audience
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BOOMERANG GALLERY
CAMPAIGN NAME
Wyng | Show Us Your Touchdown Dance

OBJECTIVE
Display Boomerangs and photos on your website
to increase time spent and engagement through
interactivity.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Support UGC strategy
• Drive traffic to site
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GIF CREATOR
CAMPAIGN NAME
Wyng | Show Us How You Celebrate Your
Summer Vacation

OBJECTIVE
Consumers love sharing GIFs. This powerful and
unique campaign format lets you encourage
your audience to create and share GIFs around
brand themes you define. Participants upload a
short video, right from their mobile phone, and
then overlay branded frames or stickers, to get
a personalized GIF to share on social. Use GIF
Creator to boost participation in a fun, creative
way and increase social sharing, while getting
consumers to create content that helps tell your
brand and product stories.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Activate consumers / audience
• Acquire consumers / grow audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Drive sharing and viral reach on social
• Support UGC strategy
• Drive traffic to site
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CONTENT GALLERY ON WEBSITE
CAMPAIGN NAME
GNC | #CouragetoChange

OBJECTIVE
Feature the consumer content you’ve collected
and use it to drive traffic to other locations
by deep linking the content, inspire further
participation with your brand, and increase time
spent on site.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive traffic to site
• Increase conversions
• Drive sponsorship revenue
• Support UGC strategy
• Activate consumers / audience
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CONTENT CAROUSEL ON WEBSITE
CAMPAIGN NAME
Claire’s | #ClairesStyle

OBJECTIVE
Feature consumer content on a carousel to drive
engagement and increase time spent.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive traffic to site
• Increase conversions
• Support UGC strategy
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SHOPPABLE INSTAGRAM
CAMPAIGN NAME
River Island | #Imwearingri

OBJECTIVE
Enable consumers to interact with, shop and click
through UGC to drive conversions.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive traffic to site
• Acquire customers / audience
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HEAT MAP
CAMPAIGN NAME
AVON | #BeautyforaPurpose

OBJECTIVE
Highlight the locations of consumers participating
with a campaign through a heat map visualization
to drive engagement and time on site.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Activate consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
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LIVE EVENT
CAMPAIGN NAME
Verizon

OBJECTIVE
Get consumers to tweet, share content or
vote during a show or event for a chance to be
featured or win a prize to drive social participation
and engagement.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Activate consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Support UGC strategy
• Drive brand affinity
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AUTO-SCROLL GALLERY
CAMPAIGN NAME
Febreze | #OdorOdes

OBJECTIVE
Showcase consumer content with an auto-scroll
gallery to drive engagement and consumer
content.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Activate consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Support UGC strategy
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COLOR HOVER GALLERY
CAMPAIGN NAME
Women’s March | #WhyIMarch

OBJECTIVE
Display consumer content on a website with a
black and white to color hover effect to drive
engagement and time on site.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Activate consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Support UGC strategy
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UGC GALLERY
CAMPAIGN NAME
Pepsi | #SayItWithPepsi

OBJECTIVE
Encourage consumers to enter a brandsponsored contest by submitting photos and
videos across social networks; brand will
determine winners.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Support UGC strategy
• Drive traffic to site
• Acquire consumers / audience
• Drive engagement / loyalty
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LOOK BOOK
CAMPAIGN NAME
Fitness Magazine | Rock Your Race

OBJECTIVE
Create photo and video slideshows with clickthroughs to showcase your content and increase
website traffic.

GOALS ACHIEVED
• Drive traffic to site
• Drive engagement / loyalty
• Drive sponsorship revenue
• Increase conversions
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